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Abstract

Communication in Body Area Networks (BANs) involves weak signals, due to safety regulations, huge pathloss from the absorption and usually high mobility. In this work, we introduce an improved mobility aware relaying scheme for BANs, as an alternative to the two-hop star topology extension of IEEE 802.15.6-2012, in order to enhance packet delivery. Specifically, an emergency phase (EP) is added after the regular random access phase (RAP1) of the superframe and the connected nodes transmit rescue beacons to reach disconnected nodes. When a disconnected node receives a rescue beacon, it participates in the current EP. The packets are buffered and relayed to the hub by the connected nodes. Simulation results show that it is feasible to receive more packets compared to the standard with a justified increase of energy consumption due to random access which is compensated with increased packet delivery.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Body Area Networks (BANs) are considered today as one of the most promising approaches for improving the quality of human life. Through real-time interactive health applications, it is possible to develop remote patient monitoring systems, in order to meet the every day needs of the aging population and to carry out diagnostic and curative programs for a variety of diseases. BANs consist of a number of portable, miniaturized, and autonomously interconnected sensor nodes, which are located either inside or outside of the human body. Thus, they are special sensor networks and the main body of the literature on wireless sensor networks can be utilized to study them.

During the last two decades significant research was carried out on hardware and software development, network design, communication protocols and physical channel implications, by taking into account the biological characteristics of the human body. Several factors affect the reliability of BAN applications, such as energy consumption, residual energy, network capacity, interference, data aggregation, pathloss, traffic characteristics, and, mostly the network connectivity. The latter is of main importance, due to the movement of the human body, which results to frequent topology changes. All these issues are included, after theoretical and empirical investigations, in a standard specially addressing the BAN applications, the IEEE 802.15.6-2012 [1]. This was released back in 2012 and supports a variety of data rates for the communication of nodes in one-hop star or two-hop extended star topology on, in or close to the human body.

Currently, the research in BANs is focused on energy efficiency (EE) and quality of service (QoS). Also, the deployment of network applications requires the investigation of programmability [2]. In general, there is need for simple solutions to avoid complex transceivers and keep energy consumption at low levels. The first choice regarding communication is star topology, because the distances are too short. However, the signals are weak and human body is constantly in motion, so it is very common for a node to draw away and disconnect from the hub. Connectivity issues may be addressed decentralized as well, as in [3]. In this work, we investigate the relaying process instead of more complex structures, to preserve the efficiency of the standard.

A. Related literature

Relaying as a store and forward scheme, is already supported by the IEEE 802.15.6-2012. This standard provides a connection method and scheduled access for the relayed nodes through a two-hop extended star topology, as in Fig. 1. However, this function is not included in the current implementation of the ETSI SmartBAN [4].

During the last decade, several works employed relaying as it is a feasible way to address connectivity in practice. Earlier in 2007, [5] introduced a cross-layer protocol for MAC and routing. This protocol sets up a tree structured network to route the data packets to the sink without collisions. BATMAC [6], also an early work, introduces a TDMA MAC with relay support. A protocol based on BATMAC in [7], manages the trade-off between QoS and energy consumption. The multi-hop protocol in [8] uses a gossiping strategy between neighbors and adapts transmit power to optimize power consumption. The authors extended their work in [9], while in [10] was suggested an alternative approach to simplify the two-hop topology extension of the standard. In this case, relaying is implemented only during the uplink and thus, the packets from the hub are transmitted directly to relayed nodes. In [11], a topology design was introduced for relay node placement, which minimizes the installation cost and the consumed energy of the network. In [12] the authors introduced a TDMA-based MAC to employ a prediction-based transmission scheme. The coordinator decides the optimal relay allocation according to the channel conditions. In [13], relaying nodes are placed on the body surface to maximize the lifetime of implants, while
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Figure 1. Two-hop extended star topology of IEEE 802.15.6-2012
B. Motivation and contribution

The common approach of the aforementioned works is the optimization of the energy consumption. Due to the small size of BANs, such attempts usually result to application specific designs, depending on the assumptions and the specific positions of the nodes. In this paper, we present an effective application-agnostic communication scheme for relaying, using a simple store and forward technique, compatible with IEEE 802.15.6-2012, which allows optimization if needed.

Specifically, in this work, we focus on network discovery and relaying in the two-hop area of BANs. We address the issue of disconnected nodes in BANs, caused by high mobility of body parts and weak signals with a mobility aware relaying scheme. This scheme, which lies exclusively in the data link layer, is fully compatible with IEEE 802.15.6-2012, can be enabled as an enhancement and can be considered as an emergency function to save packets by reaching distressed nodes. A special random access phase is added during the superframe, called emergency phase (EP), after the regular random access phase (RAP1). When EP starts, a rescue beacon is transmitted from every relaying capable node to reach disconnected nodes. A disconnected node may transmit its data packets to its relaying node during EP with CSMA/CA. These packets are buffered and relayed during the next available access phase of the superframe. The proposed scheme is simulated and compared to two-hop star topology extension of the standard with Castalia [18], a framework of OMNeT++ [19].

C. Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the provided two-hop extension of IEEE 802.15.6-2012 and introduce the proposed scheme. In Section III, we present in detail the system model for our simulations. In Section IV, there is a discussion on the received results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. A NEW RELAYING SCHEME

Relaying in BANs is rarely a design choice based on the topology of the application. In practice, alternative paths are needed to cope with frequent node disconnections caused by low signals and high mobility. Moreover, as it is highlighted in [20], relaying is a desirable function in order to improve reliability. Since multiple hops may introduce large delays, we focus on the two-hop area of the body. This is supported by the standard as it is a reasonable choice for the size of BANs. The admittance of a small amount of delay can be justified by the discovery of more nodes and the reception of more packets. Moreover, relaying has plenty of room for optimization. For example, the selection of a relaying node may depend on its remaining energy or the quality of its connection to the hub denoted by received signal strength indicator (RSSI). We proceed with a description of the two-hop star topology extension of IEEE 802.15.6-2012 in II-A, the proposed mobility aware relaying scheme in II-B and a brief discussion on their key differences in II-C.

A. Two-hop star topology extension

In IEEE 802.15.6-2012, communication takes place between a hub and its connected nodes in star topology. The most common access mode is beacon with superframes. In this
case, time is divided into beacon periods, also known as superframes. During each superframe the hub may employ random, improvised or scheduled access according to the specific design. There is no doubt that star topology is the most efficient because it provides direct communication between the nodes and the hub, but in many cases it can be insufficient. Since relaying is an important function for BANs, the standard provides a two-hop extension for star topology.

A detailed version of the superframe with two-hop star topology extension is presented in Fig. 2. This figure shows the discovery mechanism of relaying capable nodes during RAP1 and the relay procedure during scheduled access phase. The exchanged messages between the nodes during a superframe are depicted in Fig. 3. A disconnected node selects a candidate relaying node by overhearing Ack packets or by receiving a T-Poll frame from a relaying capable node. When a connected node is discovered, it attempts to connect to the hub through that node. The allocation intervals for data packet transmissions from relayed and relaying nodes are assigned by the hub with connection assignments. A relaying node transmits at least one T-Poll frame in each allocation interval for synchronization purposes. A relayed node transmits data packets to its relaying node during a scheduled blink allocation interval. These data packets are delivered from the relaying node to the hub during a scheduled uplink allocation interval.

B. Mobility aware relaying scheme

The first results of the proposed scheme were presented in [21]. An early version of this scheme was compared to the baseline standard. It was demonstrated that relaying is feasible and effective with this very simple scheme. Relaying is treated as a special emergency function in addition to the normal operation of the network. We focus on reaching the disconnected nodes, while keeping energy consumption at reasonable levels.

The superframe of the proposed scheme and the exchanged messages between nodes are presented in Figs 4 and 5, respectively. This scheme introduces an additional random access emergency phase (EP) to accelerate relaying process. During EP each connected node to the hub can optionally become a relaying node and send a rescue beacon to reach any possible disconnected node. A disconnected node may accept a rescue beacon from a candidate relaying node, participate in EP as a relayed node and transmit emergency data packets with CSMA/CA using the contention windows (CW) provided by the standard. The relayed node is not requested to connect to the hub even if it was never seen before. The information about its identity is included in the payload of each data packet. When a relaying node receives a data packet, it responds with an I-Ack and buffers the packet to relay it to the hub during a future access phase. Since a sophisticated caching policy is outside the scope of this work, we use an additional emergency buffer (EM Buffer) for relayed packets, with high priority.

The transmission of a rescue beacon and relay selection can be regarded as optimization problems depending on the application. Fig. 6 demonstrates the procedure of network discovery. A connected node may become a relaying node according to its remaining energy or its link quality with the hub. Similarly, if a disconnected node receives more than one rescue beacons, it may select one of the candidate relaying nodes according to their remaining energy or their link quality.

C. Pros and cons of the two schemes

A brief discussion is needed regarding the key differences between the two aforementioned communication schemes, in order to point out their advantages and disadvantages. The operation of each scheme is investigated, by taking into account the implications of mobility.

The two-hop star topology extension is a reasonable choice in terms of energy saving or packet delivery for activities with low mobility, such as sleeping, because the alternative path decided by the hub can be used for long periods of time. In such cases, scheduled access guarantees the safe delivery of relayed packets without collisions.

A couple of issues are related to the connection procedure of a relayed node through a relaying node. In the rapidly changing environment of BANs it is expected that the disconnected nodes attempt to reconnect multiple times. Depending on the timescale and the length of RAP1, the time needed for the connection process can be too much. Moreover, the overhead caused by the repeated connection attempts may have
a negative effect on packet reception, because the connection procedure usually takes place during RAP1.

Several issues of two-hop star topology extension are related to network discovery. The connection process is initiated by overhearing Ack packets sent by relaying nodes to the hub. In practice, this is a rather uncertain way of connecting to the network. It can be observed that the disconnected nodes have very few chances to connect, because the aforementioned Acks are sent to the hub only after the reception of connection assignments. If a node stays connected for a long time, the disconnected nodes do not have any other chances to connect. Also, if a relayed node stays connected for a long time with its relaying node, it keeps transmitting even if its relaying node is disconnected and it misses any opportunity to connect directly to the hub in a future superframe.

The efficiency of this scheme depends mainly on the slot assignment. Relaying and relayed nodes are expected to vary and their future state has to be predicted. Thus, in order to exploit efficiently every slot of the superframe, sophisticated algorithms have to be invented in order to recalculate free space in every superframe and the connections have to be modified accordingly with new connection assignments. This can be very complicated and a huge overhead for BANs. Apparently, if scheduled access is designed for a specific application with low mobility and limited pairs of relayed and relaying nodes, it is possible to get satisfying results by employing a simple TDMA scheme.

The proposed scheme aims to overcome the implications caused by the complex operation of the standard by using connectionless communication and random access. It is a simple and flexible scheme for relaying, which can be used in several cases and eliminates the need of application specific design. It follows an aggressive strategy by employing a periodic transmission of a rescue beacon from each relaying capable node, in order to boost packet transmission from relayed nodes.

With connectionless communication, a relayed node is able to transmit its packets immediately using random access. Relayed nodes are regarded as disconnected and wait for a beacon from the hub to initiate a connection procedure. Thus, the extra burden of frequent reconnections is avoided and relayed nodes are able to connect directly to the hub as soon as possible. However, buffering at relaying nodes suggests that an amount of latency can be tolerated. Latency can be minimized with an additional random access phase (RAP2) or scheduled access after EP for immediate packet delivery to the hub. The expected increase of energy consumption due to random access can be compensated with increased packet delivery.

This scheme can be easily adapted to more than two hops to serve hierarchical structures and reach more distant nodes using additional rescue beacons. Due to the small size of BANs, the usefulness of multi-hop access is questionable, but it can be investigated in the future.

The proposed scheme operates using the communication methods described in the standard and provides some opportunities for optimization if required by the application. Overall, it has an important advantage due to its simple implementation: it runs effectively out of the box, without any application specific configuration.

III. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

The system model follows the structure of Castalia, as in Fig. 7. New MAC and mobility modules were developed for the additional functionality. Every other module has the default values of Castalia, in order to provide reproducible results and facilitate any future comparisons with other MAC schemes. Randomness is employed at several cases, such as the transmission times, the switching between Rx and Tx states and the calculation of pathloss. Energy consumption is calculated by the Resource Manager. The rest of this section includes the most important choices regarding the channel in III-A, mobility in III-B and MAC in III-C.

A. Channel model

The quality of a signal around a human body is subject to the typical causes of degradation: fading, pathloss and shadowing. Pathloss is modeled as a function of distance between two nodes for several frequencies and scenarios depending on node placement. The analytic and measurements work carried out over the years is included in [22], the official technical report for IEEE P802.15.

In this work, we use the band of 2.4 GHz for reference purposes as it is a widely used frequency in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and Wireless Local Area Networks.
(WLANs) as well. The default pathloss model in 2.4 GHz from Castalia is

$$PL(d)_{dB} = PL(d_0) + 10\eta \log_{10}(d/d_0) + X(\mu, \sigma^2),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $PL(d_0) = 55$ dBm is the pathloss at reference distance $d_0 = 1$ m, $\eta = 2.4$ is the pathloss exponent indicating the speed of signal strength fading and $d$ is the distance between two nodes. $X$ is a normally distributed variable with $\mu = 0$ and $\sigma = 4$. According to Fig. 8, high values for pathloss are expected, even for short distances.

In Castalia, 3D space is divided in small cells and pathloss is calculated from/to each other cell. This results to a very fast execution of the simulation but it is very demanding in memory; the smaller the cell gets the larger amount of memory is needed. This is one of the trade-offs, the cell size has to be selected according to the desired accuracy and memory availability. In our simulations, each cell’s side size is 10 cm. While this channel modeling method lacks in accuracy, it gives valuable insight.

### B. Mobility model

Mobility models are usually categorized as entity or group models [23]. Entity modeling refers to the movement patterns of a single node. Group modeling suggests that the nodes are in some way related and move around a common logical center. Specifically, in the context of BANs, entity and group models are expected to simulate the movement of body parts. In this work, we choose a higher level of abstraction and categorize mobility models as stochastic or trace based.

1) **Stochastic mobility:** A stochastic model implies that each node moves randomly inside a region. This movement can be computed using one of the widely used mobility models: random walk mobility (RWM), random waypoint mobility (RWP) and random direction mobility (RDM), as described in [24]. Furthermore, there are stochastic models for a group of nodes in the area of the human body. The most notable is reference point group mobility (RPGM) [24] and MoBAN [25] as an extension of it. RPGM uses a logical center for a group of nodes with RWM and MoBAN introduces a Markov chain with the transition probabilities between several human postures. To test stochastic mobility we developed RWM, RWP and RDM models for Castalia. Each model describes the movement of a single node inside a sphere. A node with RWM or RDM travels to random directions and a node with RWP travels from point to point. Four stochastic parameters are utilized: (i) the radius of the sphere, (ii) the speed, (iii) the travel time for the movement in each direction (RWM) and (iv) the pause time at each destination (RWP, RDM). Except for the radius, every parameter is selected uniformly on the provided intervals. A visual representation of the three models can be observed in Fig. 9. The movement of a node according to these models is unrealistic. Moreover, if we consider that the movement of a single node is usually correlated to the position of another node (e.g. a node on the hand and a node on the arm) then it seems impossible to model human mobility using random mobility models.

2) **Trace based mobility:** Specifically in BANs, the nodes are related in a way that they cannot be treated independently, so it is not feasible to use random mobility models for single nodes. In such cases, the way to implement mobility accurately is to employ data of real traces of human body parts. Trace based mobility is possible due to the fact that there is already a great amount of motion capture data available online from unrelated scientific fields such as image processing and gait analysis. The available datasets represent several everyday activities. These data are usually captured with commercially available devices and they are stored in several formats such as BVH, AMC and C3D [26], depending on the application. In this work, we use C3D data because they can be easily imported and processed in several programming environments. Specifically, the selected dataset is imported in Matlab, the nodes are placed at the desired positions and the traces are exported in comma separated value (CSV) format using a custom script. The deployed mobility module in Castalia parses these data and updates the position of each node during the simulation. The data points are usually provided in 120 fps, so the traces are selected according to the refresh rate of the simulation. In Fig. 10 there is a visual representation of one of the most used datasets in our simulations, from Mocap Database HDM05 [27], representing a man practicing rope
skipping. A video of this model can be watched in [28].

C. MAC

In order to demonstrate relaying we created a new relaying capable MAC module based on Baseline MAC [18] which is the baseline implementation of IEEE 802.15.6-2012 by the creators of Castalia. MAC frames are structured as in Fig. 11. The implemented MAC module sets the Radio to TX, RX or SLEEP and coordinates random and scheduled access. It supports the basic functions of the standard and introduces the two aforementioned relaying schemes: two-hop star topology extension of the standard and the proposed mobility aware relaying scheme. To initiate a relaying process we need to know if a node is connected or not. In this work, a node disconnects if it does not receive a beacon in 0.5 s. In the following paragraphs the discussion is focused on design choices related to the implementations of the two schemes.

1) Two-hop star topology extension: Upon a successful connection, the hub implements a simple TDMA scheduling protocol by assigning the same number of slots for each relayed node and its relaying. For example, if two slots are assigned for the relayed and two slots for its relaying node, six pairs of nodes can be accommodated during 24 free slots of a superframe. The hub attempts to reuse these slots as often as possible by checking if a pair of nodes was seen before. Inevitably, if relayed nodes are too many, the superframe runs out of space and new connection requests are declined. In fact, as it was previously hinted, this is the major weakness of this scheme. It seems impossible to employ a fair scheduling for every set of relayed nodes without any optimization.

2) Mobility aware relaying scheme: This scheme provides the opportunity to disconnected nodes to transmit their packets in every superframe. Each connected node becomes a relaying node and transmits a rescue beacon at the beginning of EP. A relaying node waits in Rx mode during EP to receive data packets from relayed nodes. A disconnected node accepts the first rescue beacon it receives and becomes a relayed node. Then, it competes for channel access with CSMA/CA, using the contention windows (CW) specified in the standard. Each relayed node selects a random time interval to attempt a future transmission inside a contention window. The received packets by relayed nodes are placed in a special buffer with high priority (EM Buffer) for future transmission. Whenever there is an opportunity for transmission, EM Buffer is checked first for any remaining packets.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The simulations run, while the human subject practices rope skipping. The node configuration of Fig. 12 includes the most common positions for sensing. Nine nodes are placed on body surface and send data packets to the hub. This simulation is repeated 100 times using a different seed for each run, in order to receive random but reproducible results. The used metrics are the received data packets from each node, the discovered relaying capable nodes and the consumed energy per bit.

Fig. 13 shows the average values of directly received data packets at the hub from each node. The proposed scheme achieves a small improvement compared to the baseline standard and its two-hop star topology extension. The additional packets come from relayed nodes and most of them are delivered by node 8. In the case of node 3, the connection attempts of two-hop star topology extension during RAP1 have a negative impact on packet reception.

The aforementioned results depend primarily on network discovery. Fig. 14 validates that the aggressive strategy of the mobility aware relaying scheme to reach disconnected nodes is effective. The improvement of node discovery indicates that disconnected nodes have more opportunities to transmit their data packets to relaying capable nodes. Subsequently, a closer inspection is performed, in order to check which packets are relayed successfully to the hub.

In Fig. 15, the two-hop star topology extension delivers zero or very few packets from each relayed node to the hub. A
A possible increase in energy consumption due to random access is compensated with increased packet delivery. On the other side, the two-hop star topology extension of the standard has to be tuned for a specific application and node placement, preferably with low or no mobility, in order to get the most out of it.

V. Conclusion

Relaying is a useful feature for BANs and is necessary for the devices with the current sensitivity and weak signals. The two-hop star topology extension of the standard employs scheduled access, which may become insufficient in cases of high mobility due to the unpredictable states of the disconnected nodes. The proposed scheme is simple, flexible and operates according to the standard by employing a short emergency random access phase dedicated for disconnected nodes. A possible increase in energy consumption due to random access is compensated with increased packet delivery. Our implementation in Castalia will be available to serve as a testbed for further research.
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